In this paper, we have proposed novel multi-functional sensor by using a loop waveguide as shown in Fig.1 . This sensor is one of practical application of the optical branching circuit consisted of a loop and slab waveguides. The optical beam incident on coupling region of the loop waveguide is divided into two beams at the end of coupling region; a part of them turns round spiraly over the loop waveguide and the remaining goes out the planar waveguide. Whenever the optical beam turning round the loop waveguide has returned to the coupling region, the same coupling phenomenon is repeated. Through these coupling and dividing processes, a several optical beams has appeared at the output end of planar waveguide. If the several functionality thin films which detect the various environments are placed on each spiral orbit as shown in Fig.1(b) and we measure the change of the intensity of each outputed optical beam, the multi-functional sensor can be constructed.
Thus far, several types of optical sensor have already been proposed. The most popular sensor has simple structure with the planar waveguide coated with functionality thin film but our sensor has adopted the loop waveguide as the detecting structure, so it is expected that our proposed sensor has much higher sensitivity than that of conventional optical sensor on leaving their compactness in size due to their long optical path length around the loop waveguide and the much flooded evanescent tail of bent waveguide.
To verify the effectiveness of proposed optical sensor, we have fabricated this structure by using the ion-exchanged process on the cylindrical rod and planar shaped Pyrex glass. As an example, we used the functionality thin film which can detect the concentration of the HCl gas. As a first step of this experimental verification, we put the same functionality thin film on the three spiral orbits. The measured attenuation in each output end are presented in Fig.2 . In this figure, the data indicated as "no loop" is just corresponded to the conventional sensor consisted of planar waveguide coated by functionality thin film. This result tells us that the sensitivity of our sensor is enhanced more than 5 times higher than that of conventional one as shown in the Fig.2 .
In addition, the measurement as the multi-functional sensor in which two kinds of functionality thin film put on each orbits of the 1st and the 2nd spiral have been carried out. The result is presented in the main manuscript. That result shows that the different kinds of sensing enviroment such as the gas concentration and the surrounding temperature can be detected. We have proposed the new multi-functional sensor by using optical branching circuit with loop waveguide. The optical branching circuit consisted of cylindrical and planar slab waveguides fabricated by the ion-exchange process in Pyrex glasses. We discuss the feasibility of the optical branching circuit with loop waveguide from the several essential aspects experimentally such as ion-exchange time, coupling length of branch and refractive index of matching liquid. These experimental results demonstrate that the multi-functional sensor by using the optical branching circuit with loop waveguide has compactness and good sensitivity as compared with the conventional sensors by slab waveguides. 
